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Abstract— Communication plays a significant role in everybody’s life. Computer network is a type of communication network where information can be passed from one individual to another. Most of the services of various organizations, companies, universities, schools are processed via internet. Computer network was developed with a motive to make communication easier amidst individuals. The remarkable growth in network and ease of access to internet increased the security issues in the field of network. As the number of network attacks has increased, the security issues have been affected over past few years. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used to watch unlawful activities through the network. It can organize the unidentified records as regular class or attack class. In this paper, two classifiers random forest and support vector machine along with random projection is implemented. Then the same classifiers are used without the help of random projection. These classifiers classify the unidentified data into attack classes such as probe, DoS, U2R, R2L. The NSL – KDD dataset is used to assess the IDS. The random projection procedure is used to choose the applicable attributes from the data set after which the classifiers random forest and SVM classifies the unidentified data. The performance of IDS is evaluated by the data set. A comparison between the classification algorithms has been made. The outcome shows that the detection rate of random projection along with random forest is approximately 100% which is more efficient than random projection and SVM, random forest and SVM without random projection.

Index Terms— Network Security; Intrusion Detection System (IDS); DoS; U2R; R2L; KDD; Support Vector Machine (SVM)

1 INTRODUCTION
For the past few years, network plays a significant role in communication. The computer network allows the computing network devices to exchange information from individuals to individuals. The services of various organizations, companies, colleges, universities are accessed throughout computer network. This leads to a massive growth in networking field. The accessibility of internet has acquired a lot of interest among individuals. In this context, security of information has become a great challenge in this modern era. The information or data that we would like to send be supposed to be secured in such a way that a third party should not take control over them. When we are talking about security, we have to keep three basic factors in our mind: Confidentiality, Integrity and availability. Confidentiality means privacy of information. It gives the formal users the right to access the system via internet. This can be performed suitably along with accountability services in order to identify the authorized individuals. The second key factor is integrity. The integrity service means exactness of information. It allows the users to have self-assurance that the information passed is acceptable and has not been changed by an illegal individual. Availability service means information to be useful. An individual can access computer system; the information contained on the system. The availability also allows the computer system to pass on the information from one place to another. As the demand for internet increased the number of network attackers also increased. Now days, quite a lot of defense tools have been used for security purpose such as firewalls, anti – virus software’s, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and so on. Firewall is a network security system that observes and controls the unauthorized activity over the network. It acts as a hurdle between the in-house network and outdoor network. But, the drawback of using firewall is that it can only detect border line attacks. So, it is not useful enough to notice the internal attacks. The security of secret information is a significant challenge faced now days. We all know that the statistics of network intruders are rising each day, so it is essential to protect the private information that has to be sending over internet. It allows the unauthorized users to have entry on information over internet. For this purpose Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a good option. IDSs are tools mainly used to examine the intruder events taking place via network. It acts as an alarm system that is capable of reporting an illegal activity when detected. After examination they order the network interchange into attack class or normal class. The exactness of the IDS depends upon finding rate. If the performance is high for the IDS, then the correctness of detection is also high. In this paper, SVM and random forest along with random projection is implemented. IDS have been anticipated to identify the intrusions over the network. A feature selection procedure has been implemented to choose the applicable features. The records consist of a range of attributes that characterize the network connection. So, the inappropriate and unnecessary attributes can be deleted by the pre-processing. As an end result, the processing time would be decreased.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 a description on intrusion detection system is presented with all necessary details, in section 3 the brief description on random projection followed by support vector machine in section 4 which is then followed by random forest in section 5. In section 6 a description on the proposed work is made. In section 6 experimental results followed by conclusion.
2 IDS TECHNOLOGY

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used to watch malicious activities over the network. It can sort the unfamiliar records as normal or attack class. First monitoring is done, and then they order the network traffic into malicious class or regular class. It acts as an alarm system that reports when an illegal activity is detected. The exactness of the IDS depends upon detection rate. If the performance is high for the IDS, then the correctness of detection is also high. In truth, some of the intrusion detection systems are marketed with the ability to stop attacks before they are successful. We are even seeing new systems marketed as intrusion detection systems. Intrusion detection systems have existed for a long time. They are used to shield an association from attack. It is a relative concept that tries to identify a hacker when penetration is attempted. Ideally, such a system will only alarm when a successful attack is made. Intrusion detection system is not a perfect solution to all attack types. A good security program or security tools cannot be replaced by an IDS. The genuine users who may try to access the information for their pleasure cannot be identified with the help of IDS. The goals of IDS provide the requirements for the IDS policy. The potential goals include the following:

- IDS detect attacks.
- IDS traces user activity from point of entry to point of exit.
- IDS generate alerts when required.
- Detect errors in system configuration.
- Provides security of the system without the need of non-expert staff.
- IDS can detect when the system is under attack.
- Provides evidences for attack.

A quick Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can be built using data set. A data set is a collection of data that is used to measure the performance of IDS. In this paper, NSL-KDD data set is used by the IDS. The NSL-KDD data set has been used over years to show the efficiency and concert of the knowledge discovery techniques. It is used to analyze the performance of various algorithms used for detecting the malicious activities over network. The NSL-KDD data set consists of 42 features where the 42nd feature is the attack label. The attack label consists of four types of attack. They are:

- DoS.
- Probe.
- R2L.
- U2R.

The benefits of NSL-KDD data set are:

- Unnecessary records are not included in the training set.
- Duplicate records are not available in the test set.

IDS can be grouped into two: Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) and Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS). Network Intrusion Detection System is a mechanism that is used within the network to identify the malicious event. The network traffic is monitored in the network that is in the subnet. If an attack is observed it matches the traffic with the known attack list. Then an alert is passed to the administrator. NIDS is installed in router to identify the passage of network traffic. HIDS runs on an individual system. The functions of two IDSs are the same. HIDS also monitors the unauthorized activity. It takes a short review of the existing files in the system. Then it matches it with the old system files. If it finds an intrusion or changes in the system, then an alert is passed to the administrator. The intrusion can be detected as if a file is modified or deleted, then it means malicious activity is reported.

The advantages of Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) are:

- Large networks are observed by installing fewer devices.
- NIDS can be fully hidden on the network.
- NIDS can arrest the inside contents of all packets travelling from one system to other system.

Disadvantages of NIDS are:

- NIDS can only alarm if the traffic matches the predefined rules.
- NIDS cannot determine if the attack was success-
ful.
- NIDS cannot examine the traffic that is encrypted.
- Switched networks require special configurations so that the NIDS can monitor all the traffic.

3 RANDOM PROJECTION

The random projection technique is used to ease the dimensionality of a group of points. From the name itself, it reveals that it reduces the amount of random variables. Thus the difficulty of organization of large datasets can be reduced. In random projection technique, the original d-dimensional data is projected to k-dimensional (k<<d) subspace all the way through origin. The group of points lies in the Euclidean space. Random projection methods are dominant methods known for their effortlessness and less incorrect results compared with other methods. According to investigational outcome, random projection conserve sound distances, but experimental outcomes are sparse. This method is effortless and computationally well-organized task made to reduce the dimensionality of records by trading a controlled quantity of fault for quicker processing times and lesser model sizes. The dimensions and distribution of matrices are controlled in order to preserve the pair wise distances between any two records.

4 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

Support vector machine is a technique that has been emerged for the analysis of data for the classification process. The support vector machine is also known as support vector networks. The SVM uses a set of training data where each one has been labeled into one of two categories. The training data set builds a model and the new unknown data would be categorized into the proper group. There will be a linear separation between the data that has to be classified. With the help of this line the data can be easily separated with more accuracy. In this technique, two categories are available; we can either classify the data to one class or to the other class depending upon the behavior of the new data. In addition to linear classification, they can perform non linear classification also. In non linear classification, data are not labeled so supervised learning is not possible. In such a context, unsupervised learning approach is implemented, which attempts to cluster the data with similar behavior.

Support Vector Machines (SVM) can be used for both classification as well as regression. However, it is mostly used for the classification problems. We perform classification based on the hyper plane i.e. the separation line that differentiates the two categories. The most important thing while using SVM is that how we can obtain the correct hyper plane. The accurate hyper plane can be obtained by using thumb rule.

The benefits of Support Vector Machine (SVM) are:
- SVM can generate correct and strong classification results.
- SVM are flexible and powerful classification algorithm.
- It can produce best results even if the training data are few in number.

The drawbacks of SVMs are:
- Speed and size of training and testing is the main issue in SVM.
- Lack of transparency of the results.
- We must combine two SVMs as there is no multi-class SVM.

5 RANDOM FOREST

Random forest method is ensemble methods which is based on the rule divide – and – conquer scheme used in the classification mission. As it is an ensemble process, it amalgamates a group of fragile learner to produce well-built learner which can categorize the data precisely. They unite the bagging scheme and random selection of features. Random forest produces n number or trees. Each tree in the random forest represents regular and different malicious classes. It can run on large number of data sets.

The benefits of Random Forest are:
- Random forest can run capably on huge databases.
- Random forest can handle an N quantity of input data without variable removal.
- It provides the most essential features in the classification.
- It can execute well even if the data are omitted.

The limitations of Random Forest are:
- The huge number of trees in random forest can be a reason for interruption in processing.
- It has been noted that random forest is apt only for a few datasets.

6 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed method used NSL-KDD data set to calculate the performance of IDS. It is an enhanced version of KDDCup’99 data set. Due to inefficiency in KDD data set revealed by many researchers, we used NSL-KDD data set. It consists of 41 features of a network connection that include training data and
testing data. It is significant to select the appropriate attributes from the data set. Here, a proficient algorithm is used for feature selection, i.e. random projection technique. The feature selection techniques are used to choose a subset of appropriate features for the model building. The main profit of using a feature selection procedure consist of the simplification of models that can be easily analyzed by the users or researches; they decrease the number of features and go for only the relevant attributes for the arrangement process which in turn reduce the processing time.

Fig. 3 Proposed Method

Random projection is a way of diminishing the dimensionality of a variety of points. The gain of using random projection task is it is a simple process that can produce fewer invalid result compared with other methods. Dimensionality reduction method reduces the number of variables using various mathematical procedures that have been used in machine learning. Dimensionality reduction is often used to reduce the problem of organization and manipulating huge data sets. Random projection can accomplish sooner processing times and smaller model sizes. The dimensions of random projection matrices are managed so as to approximate preserve the distances between any two samples of the dataset. The main idea of this technique is that the points in a vector space of high dimension can be projected to an apt lower-dimensional space. It can be achieved in a way that considers two points that can preserve distances between the points. It states that the original n-dimensional data is projected to a m-dimensional (m << n) subspace using a random m x n-dimensional matrix A whose rows have unit lengths. Using matrix notation: If n is the original set of N n-dimensional observations, then m is the projection of the data onto a lower m-dimensional subspace. Random projection form a random matrix “A” and project the data matrix N onto M dimensions of order m x n. After that two classification technique SVM and random forest have been used for the classification of data set. The classification process is used to allocate the unknown data into a particular class depending upon predefined data.

The algorithm tries to obtain the relationship between the attributes so as to classify the unknown network into either normal class or attack class. The random forest technique combines multiple decision trees to obtain a good classification result. SVM is a supervised learning practice that mainly analyzes the data set or the unknown data for classification. With the help of training samples it sort the upcoming data into various classes. A set of teaching examples are given each marked as either one of the two categories. The SVM training algorithm constructs a model. This model can assign new data into one group or the other. The classification of data can be done by this valuable procedure. The main aim of support vector machine is to obtain a model that can predicts the end values of the test data. For support vector machine it is compulsory that each data should be a real number in order to represent it in vector space. So, if there are any categorical values then it should be converted into real numbers in order to present it on vector space. There will be a linear separation between the data that has to be classified. With the help of this line the data can be easily separated with more accuracy. In this technique, two categories are available; we can either classify the data to one class or to the other class depending upon the behavior of the new data. The SVMs can also perform non-linear classification. The non-linear classification can be done using kernel that means it can implicitly map their records into high-dimensional spaces. In such a context, unsupervised learning approach is implemented, which attempts to cluster the data with similar behaviors.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section deals about the experimental setup and result
analysis. Many standard data mining process such as data pre-
processing, clustering, classification, regression, visualization,
feature selection and so on are already implemented in WE-
KA. We used WEKA 3.8.0 to judge the classifiers such as ran-
dom forest and support vector machine. The NSL - KDD data
set is used to estimate the performance of the IDS. The data set
consist of various classes of attacks namely DoS, R2L, U2R and
probe. The data set to be classified is initially pre-processed
and random projection technique is used as feature selection
technique to reduce the dimensionality of the features availa-
ble in the data set 41 to 11 attribute set. Then classification is
done by using SVM and random forest classifiers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Algorithm</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Projection +Random Forest</td>
<td>Probe</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U2R</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2L</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Projection +SVM</td>
<td>Probe</td>
<td>99.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U2R</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2L</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>Probe</td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>99.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U2R</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2L</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Probe</td>
<td>70.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>96.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U2R</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2L</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy = (TP/TP + FP) * 100

From the above classification table, we can understand that
the first classifier random forest is better than that of the sup-
port vector machine. The classification accuracy for probe is
99.5% for random forest with random projection and the clas-
sification accuracy for SVM with random projection is 99.3%
which shows the random forest is more efficient than SVM for
the classification. The classification of attack classes shows that
for classification of probe and DoS good accuracy rate is for
random forest than SVM. But, U2R for SVM it is 0% when
compared with random forest which means the SVM classifier
shows very poor performance for the classification. Overall,
we can conclude that random forest is more efficient than
SVM.
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Detection Rate = (TP/TP + FN) * 100

The parameter true positive, false positive, true negative &
false negative are used to evaluate the classifiers performance.
The detection rate can be calculated by TP and FN. In the
above equation TP stands for true positive and FN stands for
False Negative. True Positive (TP) is the malicious traffic is
correctly identified. False Negative (FN) is the malicious traffic
is allowed to exist unchecked. False Positive (FP) is the traffic
incorrectly identified as malicious. True Negative (TN) is ana-
lyzed as the event that is correctly classified as normal. From
the above table, we can see that the detection rate of random
forest is more than that of SVM. One of the proposed classifier
i.e., random forest achieves approximately 100% detection
rate. We can conclude that the classifier random forest is the
most efficient algorithm among the various classification tech-
niques.

![Table 2 Detection Rate of Proposed Algorithms](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Algorithm</th>
<th>Detection Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Projection +Random Forest</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Projection +SVM</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>99.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>99.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this paper, IDS based on SVM and random forest along with random projection is implemented. The performance of IDS is evaluated with the help of NSL-KDD dataset. The IDS is trained and tested by means of data set. The proposed work used random projection technique one of the efficient feature selection technique to choose the best attributes from the data set. They grouped the features to generate a good yield. The classification techniques SVM; random forest along with random projection is used. The detection rate of random projection along with random forest is approximately 100% and the detection rate of random projection along with SVM is 98.5% which is a good detection rate. But, one factor is time management, as we can see, the time taken for the random projection with random forest to obtain the result is very less than the second classifier i.e. SVM with random projection. From the comparison table, we can conclude that random forest along with random projection yielded the best output than support vector machine along with random projection. The various attack classes such as DoS, probe, U2R and R2L are listed along with their accuracy value. The accuracy rate for DoS is 100% for random projection with random forest. This is an efficient rate when compared with other proposed algorithm. In SVM, the accuracy rate for U2R attack is very poor. The accuracy for probe attack in random projection along with random forest is 99.5% which is a good rate when compared with SVM. Finally, we can conclude that random forest is the best classifiers amongst the other classifiers.

As a future work, the proposed IDS can be implemented on network for protecting it from unlawful activity. In addition, it can be implemented for http services, ftp services for the detection of unauthorized work.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, IDS based on SVM and random forest along


